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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
New policies and proposed regulations in the United States aim to accelerate the 
transition to clean electric vehicles. The Inflation Reduction Act of 2022 allocates 
billions of dollars to climate and clean energy investments, including offering 
greatly expanded tax credits and incentives for zero-emission vehicles and their 
refueling infrastructure. In April 2023, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
released its proposed rule for multi-pollutant emissions standards to be phased in 
over model years 2027 through 2032 for light-duty and medium-duty vehicles (U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, 2023). By the agency’s estimates, the proposal 
is projected to lead to a new light-duty battery-electric vehicle (BEV) sales share 
of 67% in 2032 (Multi-Pollutant Emissions Standards, 2023). To meet the energy 
demands of a growing electric vehicle fleet, charging infrastructure deployment 
must keep pace. This paper analyzes the growth of U.S. light-duty BEV sales and the 
associated home, workplace, and public charging needs through 2032. We compare 
those charging needs with a detailed examination of more than 160 announcements—
made by federal and state governments, charging infrastructure providers, 
automakers, retail companies, utilities, and other stakeholders—regarding charging 
deployments and investments in charging infrastructure.  

Figure ES1 summarizes the key findings of this work. The figure shows our findings 
of how many public and workplace chargers will be needed by 2030 and compares 
this with the number of chargers that could be deployed by 2030, based on 
announcements by private and public stakeholders. This comparison shows that the 
number of public DC fast chargers (DCFCs) could exceed the need in 2030. For public 
and workplace Level 2 chargers, the announced deployments sum up to 62%–84% of 
the 2030 needs. The solid bars in Figure ES1 represent announcements by charging 
providers, automakers, and retailers. The hatched bars represent announcements of 
potential additional deployments by federal, state, and utility stakeholders. These 
are considered potential additional deployments because it is unclear whether these 
announcements may overlap with the announcements by private stakeholders. 
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Figure ES1
Non-home EV chargers needed by 2030 compared with announced deployments
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Our analysis leads us to three high-level conclusions:

Continued EV market growth requires continued charging deployment. Based on 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s proposed multi-pollutant standards and 
our underlying analysis, there could be 55 million BEVs on the road in 2032. This BEV 
fleet will require about 3.7 million Level 2 chargers at workplace and public locations, 
136,000 public DC fast chargers, and 40.1 million chargers at single-family and 
multifamily homes. Our estimate that approximately 3.8 million publicly accessible non-
home chargers are needed by 2032 means that the number of public and workplace 
chargers deployed will need to increase by about 27% compounded annually from 
2024. That’s less than the 40% compounded annual rate of public and workplace 
charger growth between 2017 and 2022.

Millions of new chargers have been announced. Private and public stakeholders 
have announced plans to deploy millions of chargers by 2030. Our analysis of 
announcements by charging providers, automakers, and retailers shows that a total of 
164,000 new DC fast chargers and 1.5 million new Level 2 chargers could be deployed 
at public locations and workplaces by 2030. About 20% of these chargers are included 
in announcements that provide explicit numbers on the types of chargers to be 
deployed. The other chargers come from nonspecific announcements that provide 
important information, such as the amount of money to be invested or the overall 
number of chargers to be deployed, but do not provide breakdowns by charger type. 
Additional announcements by the federal government, states, and utilities could lead 
to additional deployments of 47,000 DC fast chargers and 579,000 Level 2 chargers, 
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although it is unclear whether these may overlap with announced deployments by 
private stakeholders. 

Charging announcements cover a substantial share of the chargers needed by 2030. 
Existing and announced charging deployments by charging providers, automakers, 
and retailers cover about 182% of the needed public DC fast chargers and about 62% 
of the needed public and workplace Level 2 chargers in 2030. This amount of charging 
would provide about 39.2 GW of electrical capacity, which represents 96% of the non-
home BEV charging capacity needed in 2030. Analysis of potential additional chargers 
from the federal government, states, and utilities, shows that the number of public and 
workplace chargers in 2030 could increase to more than 244,000 DC fast chargers 
and 2.2 million Level 2 chargers, which would represent about 225% of the needed 
DC fast chargers and 84% of needed Level 2 chargers. This amount of charging would 
provide about 47.2 GW of electrical capacity, which represents 115% of non-home BEV 
charging capacity needed in 2030.

These findings indicate that planned charging deployment in the United States is 
already on track to keep pace with charging needs by 2030. More announcements of 
additional charger installations are likely in the years ahead. If stakeholders fall short of 
their announced commitments, more chargers will continue to be needed.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The transition to zero-emission vehicles in the United States continues to accelerate. In 
2023, electric vehicles (EVs), which include plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and battery-
electric vehicles (BEVs), accounted for about 9.1% of new light-duty vehicle (LDV) 
sales across the United States (EV-Volumes, 2024). Figure 1 depicts this acceleration of 
U.S. EV uptake, which has increased significantly from about 2.5% of new LDV sales in 
2020 to about 4.5% in 2021, more than 7% in 2022, and about 9.1% in 2023. Over this 
same time frame, annual U.S. EV sales increased from about 330,000 in 2020 to about 
650,000 in 2021, nearly 1 million in 2022, and about 1.4 million in 2023. 

Figure 1
Annual U.S. light-duty electric vehicles sales and sales shares, 2011 through 2023
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Electric vehicle market growth and charging infrastructure deployment occur in unison. 
Figure 2 shows cumulative EV sales and the cumulative number of non-home chargers 
(public chargers and publicly accessible workplace chargers) deployed in the United 
States through June 2023, based on data from EV-Volumes (2024) for sales and the 
U.S. Department of Energy’s Alternative Fuels Data Center (n.d.-c) for chargers. More 
than 4 million light-duty EVs have been sold in the United States from 2011 through 
June 2023. The number of non-home chargers has grown from about 66,000 in 
2020 to about 151,000 in June 2023, which indicates an acceleration in the growth of 
charging infrastructure. The June 2023 total includes about 118,000 Level 2 chargers 
(up from about 51,000 in 2020), 1,100 of which are workplace chargers, and about 
33,000 DC fast chargers (up from about 16,000 in 2020), 30 of which are workplace 
chargers. The Alternative Fuels Data Center (AFDC) dataset identifies these workplace 
chargers as being available to the public as well as to employees. 
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Figure 2
Cumulative U.S. EV sales and deployment of non-home chargers, 2011 through June 2023
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The AFDC charger counts include approximately 7,000 temporarily unavailable 
chargers. These are chargers that typically would be accessible to drivers but were 
categorized as unavailable at the time of downloading the dataset, perhaps due to 
charger maintenance. Charger reliability has been a well-documented issue (Rajon 
Bernard, 2023). To address this, the U.S. Department of Transportation awarded $150 
million in grants in 2022 and 2023 to repair and replace broken and faulty chargers 
(Federal Highway Administration, 2024). 

In April 2023, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released its proposed 
rule for multi-pollutant emissions standards for model year 2027 and later light-duty 
and medium-duty vehicles. The standards are phased in over model years 2027 
through 2032 (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2023). This rule would deliver 
deep emission reductions. By the agency’s own estimates, this rule could lead to a new 
light-duty BEV sales share of 67% in 2032 (Multi-Pollutant Emissions Standards, 2023). 
Given these regulatory developments, EV charging infrastructure deployment must 
accelerate to meet the changing needs of a growing U.S. light-duty EV fleet. 

Several studies have assessed the demand for electricity and the number of chargers 
needed to support the expected numbers of EVs on U.S. roads in the coming years, 
but few have comparatively examined whether announced charger deployments 
to date will meet this demand. This paper analyzes whether there is a gap between 
the expected demand for EV charging infrastructure and the anticipated supply. To 
undertake this analysis, we first model the expected growth of the U.S. light-duty BEV 
fleet and associated charging needs through 2032, assuming that the EPA’s proposed 
rule is implemented. We then research and compile information about planned 
deployments of charging infrastructure during the same time period. This information 
is based on public announcements made by a range of government and private entities 
about charging investments and deployments. 
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ASSESSMENT OF CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE 
NEEDS THROUGH 2032
This section describes the methodology used to quantify the number and type of 
chargers needed in the United States through 2032. Later in the paper, the results of 
this analysis are compared with announced charging infrastructure investments.

METHODOLOGY 
Our methodology to quantify charging infrastructure needs is separated into two 
steps. The first step defines the fleet transition scenario as the BEV market share 
increases nationwide, using the International Council on Clean Transportation’s 
(ICCT) Roadmap Model (International Council on Clean Transportation, 2023a). In this 
model, we assume characteristics for BEVs in the U.S. passenger vehicle fleet which 
include, for example, annual travel patterns, market adoption curves, and technical 
specifications. The second step uses ICCT’s EV CHARGE model to estimate charging 
needs based on the energy demand from the number of BEVs estimated in the first 
step, as well as assumptions on charger technical specifications and BEV drivers’ 
charging behavior (ICCT, 2023b). Our inputs, assumptions, and results for each step 
are described below.

Fleet transition scenario
Figure 3 illustrates the assumed evolution of the U.S. BEV market from 2023 through 
2032, based on the Roadmap model and applied in this analysis. The top line depicts 
the BEV share of new vehicle sales by year. The lower line depicts BEV stock—or the 
total number of BEVs in use—by year. The BEV market evolution shown in Figure 3 
aligns with the annual projected light-duty BEV market penetrations in EPA’s proposed 
multi-pollutant standards for model year 2027 and beyond (U.S. EPA, 2023). The 
proposal estimates that 67% of new LDV sales will be BEVs by 2032. We estimate that 
this BEV sales share would result in an estimated stock of 55 million BEVs in 2032, 
which would represent about 25% of all registered LDVs in that year. 

Figure 3
Assumed BEV share of light-duty vehicles sales and total light-duty BEV stock,  
2023 through 2032
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To determine the energy demand of this BEV fleet, we estimate the fleet age-weighted 
average of annual vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and energy efficiency. EPA’s MOVES3 
model provides survival rates for LDVs by age (U.S. EPA, 2021). We apply these rates to 
historical light-duty BEV sales counts and to projected light-duty BEV counts from the 
Roadmap model to determine the age distribution of the BEV fleet in each year of the 
analysis. EPA’s MOVES3 model also provides assumptions for annual VMT of light-duty 
cars and trucks by age based on NHTSA survey data (U.S. EPA, 2021). Average survival 
rates and annual VMT are assumed to be identical for BEVs and combustion vehicles. 
These data are applied to our BEV stock projections to determine the age-weighted 
VMT of the light-duty BEV fleet in each year of the analysis. Finally, we apply data on 
projected BEV efficiency by model year and vehicle class from ICCT’s EV cost analysis 
to determine the age-weighted efficiency of the BEV fleet in each year of the analysis 
(Slowik et al., 2022). The mileage and efficiency of the fleet are then multiplied to 
determine the charging energy demand of the fleet.

Modeling of charging needs
This updated analysis of U.S. LDV charging needs follows the modeling methodology 
outlined in Rajon Bernard et al. (2023) for ICCT’s EV CHARGE model (ICCT, 2023b). 
The analysis applies data specific to the U.S. charging market based on Bauer et al. 
(2021) with some important updates. Namely, we peg many of our assumptions to the 
BEV stock share of the LDV market rather than to specific years. Charging dynamics 
and light-duty EV fleet characteristics in this analysis—such as utilization, home, and 
workplace charging access, and the share of BEVs that are used for commuting or 
that reside in various housing types—are linked to the size and growth of the EV 
market. This analysis of charging needs is focused on passenger vehicles and does not 
assess charging needs for fleet vehicles such as light commercial vehicles, ride-hailing 
vehicles, or medium-duty vehicles. Similarly, our compilation of charging deployment 
announcements does not include announcements related to light commercial vehicles, 
ride-hailing vehicles, or medium-duty vehicles. 

Light-duty EV charging infrastructure is classified into three main types: Level 1, Level 
2, and direct current (DC) fast charging. Level 1 and Level 2 chargers use slower 
alternating current (AC). Level 1 chargers provide 1 to 2 kW of power and up 5 miles 
per hour of charge. This type of charger typically is used only at homes via a standard 
120V household outlet. Level 2 chargers provide 3 to 19 kW of AC power and up to 
50 miles per hour of charge, depending on the current rating of the charger and the 
accepted current rating of the EV. DC fast chargers (DCFCs) can offer 50 kW to 350 
kW of power, allowing for a much faster charge that provides well over 100 miles per 
hour of charge.

The EV CHARGE model takes the BEV fleet outputs from the Roadmap model and 
groups vehicles into several different cohorts. These cohorts are defined by drivers’ 
access to types of charging infrastructure and on assumptions of the amount of 
energy supplied by each charging type, both based on surveys about BEV drivers’ 
charging behavior (ICCT, 2023b). The types of chargers assessed include home, 
workplace, public Level 2, and public DC fast chargers. Home chargers are located 
at private residences, either at single-family homes or multifamily homes such as 
apartment buildings. Workplace chargers are located at workplaces and are intended 
for employees who commute to work. Public Level 2 and public DC fast chargers are 
in a variety of locations and are publicly accessible or accessible via a membership 
subscription. We consider several use cases for public chargers, which include 
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overnight, destination, and en-route chargers. Public overnight chargers are Level 2 
chargers located in residential locations to serve EV drivers without home charging; 
they are used the most frequently as a substitute for a private home charger. Public 
en-route chargers are DC fast chargers located alongside highways and are used to 
support long-distance trips. Public destination chargers are either Level 2 or DC fast 
chargers in any public location other than highways or residential areas. 

Access to home and workplace charging—or the lack of it—is a significant factor 
affecting charging behavior and points to the need for public charging infrastructure. 
Vehicles spend long periods parked at home or work, which allows time for slower, 
cheaper, and more convenient charging. Among early EV adopters, about 70%–80% 
of charging occurs at home or work (Fuels Institute, 2021). Home charging access is 
closely related to housing type. Single-family homes are more likely to have off-street 
parking and the easiest access to charging (Pierce & Slowik, 2022). We follow the 
trajectory in Bauer et al. (2021) to estimate that 88% of BEV drivers in 2023 live in 
single-family homes and 12% live in multifamily homes or other housing types. As the 
BEV market expands, we expect the housing patterns of BEV drivers to approach 
the national housing patterns of all LDV owners, so that 82% of BEV drivers will live 
in single-family homes by 2029 while 18% live in multifamily homes or other housing 
types. Similarly, workplace charging access is related to whether BEVs are used for 
commuting. We again follow the trajectory from Bauer et al. (2021) to estimate that 
76% of BEVs are used for commuting in 2023. The percentage of BEVs used for 
commuting will converge toward the nationwide average for all vehicles so that 56% of 
BEVs will be commuter cars in 2029. 

As the EV market expands, more drivers without access to home charging will increase 
the demand for workplace, public Level 2, and public DC fast charging. As such, we 
expect the percentage of EV drivers with home charging access to gradually decline 
in the near term across all housing types. We estimate that 90% of BEV drivers who 
live in single-family homes have home charging access in 2023, declining to 82% in 
2032. Likewise, we estimate that 55% of BEV drivers who live in multifamily homes 
have access to home charging in 2023, but 44% have access in 2032. These estimates 
are based on a study on home charging access by the National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory (Ge et al., 2021). In contrast, workplace charging is expected to increase as 
the EV market expands. We estimate the percentage of BEV drivers with workplace 
charging access to increase from 35% in 2023 to 55% in 2032 (Bauer et al., 2021). For 
BEV drivers with workplace or home charging access, we estimate that at least 70% 
and up to 90% of their energy demand will be met at either or both locations, with the 
rest coming from public Level 2 or public DC fast charging.

Increased demand for non-home charging also means increased utilization of non-
home chargers. Utilization is defined as the amount of time per day a charger is 
actively in use and supplying energy. Following the approach in Bauer et al. (2021), we 
apply a logarithmic relationship to our new BEV stock share projections to estimate 
charger utilization during the period of this analysis for public Level 2, public DC 
fast, and workplace chargers. Table 1 provides an overview of the charger types and 
their characteristics which is applied in this analysis. The final column shows the daily 
utilization assumptions for different charger types by year applied, which generally 
increase from about 2–5 hours per day in 2025 to about 2–6 hours per day in 2032, 
depending on the use case (ICCT, 2023b).
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Table 1
Overview of light-duty EV charger characteristics applied in this analysis

Charger type Nominal power output Potential locations

Estimated electric 
range per hour of 

charging
Estimated hours 
utilized per day

Home Level 1
1.9 kW

Single-family and 
multifamily homes 5 miles

5.1 hours (2025)  
4.2 hours (2030)  
4.1 hours (2032)

Home Level 2
7.2 kW

Single-family and 
multifamily homes 20 miles

2.0 hours (2025)  
1.7 hours (2030)  
1.6 hours (2032)

Public overnight Level 2
7.2 kW or 14 kW Residential location 20–40 miles

5.0 hours (2025)  
5.6 hours (2030)  
5.7 hours (2032)

Public destination DCFC 50 kW, 150 kW, 
or 350 kW 

Shopping center, hotel, 
downtown curbside, 

etc. 
180 miles or more

3.0 hours (2025)  
4.8 hours (2030)  
5.2 hours (2032)

Public destination Level 2
7.2 kW or 14 kW 

Shopping center, hotel, 
downtown curbside, 

etc.
20–40 miles

3.0 hours (2025)  
4.8 hours (2030)  
5.2 hours (2032)

Public en-route DCFC 150 kW or 350 
kW

Highway rest stop, 
highway charging 

station
180 miles or more 

3.0 hours (2025)  
4.8 hours (2030)  
5.2 hours (2032)

Workplace Level 2
7.2 kW or 14 kW Office, transit hub 20–40 miles

3.8 hours (2025)  
4.4 hours (2030)  
4.5 hours (2032)

This analysis defines and applies average characteristics for different use cases of 
public overnight, destination, and en-route chargers. However, in practice EV drivers 
will use charging infrastructure as needed and there will likely be an overlap in how 
chargers are used. If average daily charger utilization increases at a slower rate than 
what we model here, the number of required workplace and public chargers would 
be higher than our estimate. Conversely, if daily utilization increases more rapidly 
than what we model, each charger will be able to serve more EVs and the number of 
required workplace and public chargers would be lower than our estimate.

For DC fast charging, we consider three different nominal power ratings (i.e. charging 
speeds), depending on the use case: 50 kW, 150 kW, and 350 kW. DC fast charging 
speeds are known to fluctuate depending on the state of charge of the battery while 
charging, ambient conditions, and the technical limitations of the vehicle. The average 
DC fast charger power output during a charging session is therefore often less than 
the rated power. As battery and charging technology improves and EV drivers better 
understand their vehicle’s capabilities, EVs will achieve average power output that is 
closer to the nominal rated power of chargers. We consulted new studies on charge 
acceptance curves (i.e. power output vs. state of charge) and technical specifications 
from a diverse set of EVs to estimate the average power output or power delivery ratio 
(i.e. actual power delivered divided by nominal power rating) for each DC fast charger 
speed analyzed (Hackmann, 2022). Based on this research, we assume a 75% power 
delivery ratio for a 50-kW charger in 2023, which improves to 86% by 2032; a 65% 
ratio for a 150-kW charger in 2023, which improves to 76% by 2032; and a 50% ratio 
for a 350-kW charger in 2023, which improves to 65% by 2032. 
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For public and workplace Level 2 charging we consider two nominal power ratings: 
7.2 kW and 14 kW. Level 2 charging requires converting AC power from the Level 2 
charger—via the EV’s on-board charger—to DC power to charge the battery. This limits 
the power entering in the battery pack. As on-board charger technology improves, 
more vehicles will be able to accept higher power from Level 2 chargers. As such, we 
assume that workplace and public destination Level 2 chargers have an 80% power 
delivery ratio in 2023, which improves to 88% by 2032. Public overnight chargers are 
assumed to have 80% power delivery ratio for all years of the analysis.

As EV technology improves, we also expect that chargers with lower power ratings 
will become decommissioned over time, to be replaced by higher-rated chargers that 
better match the vehicle technical specifications of a newer EV fleet. Likewise, we 
anticipate that in each subsequent year a greater share of newly installed chargers will 
have higher power ratings. Table 2 shows the share of newly installed chargers by rated 
power for each charger type in 2023 and 2032; shares increase or decrease linearly 
between 2023 and 2032. For example, we estimate that 64% of newly installed public 
destination DC fast chargers in 2023 are rated at 50 kW, 35% are rated at 150 kW, and 
1% are rated at 350 kW. By 2032, 33% of newly installed public destination DC fast 
chargers are rated at 50 kW, 61.5% are rated at 150 kW, and 5.5% are rated at 350 kW. 

Table 2
Assumed share of newly installed chargers by type and rated power in 2023 and 2032

Charger type
(Level)

Share of newly installed chargers 
in 2023 (nominal power)

Share of newly installed chargers 
in 2032 (nominal power)

Workplace  
(Level 2) 60% (7.2 kW), 40% (14 kW) 46% (7.2 kW), 54% (14 kW)

Public overnight 
(Level 2) 70% (7.2 kW), 30% (14 kW) 53% (7.2 kW), 47% (14 kW)

Public destination 
(Level 2) 90% (7.2 kW), 10% (14 kW) 72% (7.2 kW), 28% (14 kW)

Public destination 
(DCFC)

64% (50 kW), 35% (150 kW),  
1% (350 kW)

33% (50 kW), 61.5% (150 kW),  
5.5% (350 kW)

Public en-route 
(DCFC) 55% (150 kW), 45% (350 kW) 41% (150 kW), 59% (350 kW)

We combine the estimations of charger utilization and power to determine the amount 
of energy supplied by each charger of each type. We then quantify the number of 
chargers required to meet the estimated charging demand for each charger type in 
each year of the analysis.

RESULTS
This section summarizes the projected need for home chargers and non-home 
chargers by year based on our EV CHARGE modeling. Throughout this paper, the 
term “charger” is synonymous with an EV charging port as defined by the AFDC 
(n.d.-a): one charger can charge one EV at a time. We are using the term non-home to 
refer collectively to workplace chargers, public Level 2 chargers, and public DC fast 
chargers. We compare our estimates of projected needs with the results of a previous 
ICCT analysis of the U.S. charging gap and with other recent assessments of U.S. 
charging infrastructure needs.
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Figure 4 shows the estimated number of home chargers needed across the United 
States from 2023 to 2032, broken down by single-family home and multifamily home 
chargers. The need at single-family homes increases from about 2.6 million chargers 
in 2023 to 37.6 million in 2032. At multifamily homes, the need increases from about 
140,000 chargers in 2023 to about 2.6 million in 2032. The analysis assumes that the 
relative number of Level 2 home chargers will increase to meet the increased demand 
from larger EV batteries or multiple EVs at homes. In 2023, 35% of home chargers at 
single-family and multifamily homes are Level 1; this share decreases to 17% in 2032. 
Level 2 chargers make up the remaining 83% of home chargers in 2032.  

Figure 4
Projected need for home chargers across the United States, 2023 through 2032
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Despite the share of BEV drivers living at multifamily homes growing to almost 20% 
of the market, less than 10% of home chargers are estimated to be at multifamily 
homes across all years in the analysis. This assumption reflects the relatively higher 
costs and challenges of installing home charging at multifamily homes, including 
capital costs, electrical limitations that require expensive service upgrades, and split 
incentives between tenants and property managers (Pierce and Bui, in press). These 
barriers require a variety of policy interventions to ensure that there is equitable 
home charging access for tenants of single-family and multifamily homes alike. These 
interventions could include significant incentives to help cover the costs of electrical 
upgrades and charger installations at multifamily homes as well as regulatory changes 
that would allow utilities to address necessary grid improvements and to manage 
charger deployments at multifamily homes (Pierce & Bui, in press). Building codes 
which require that new buildings are constructed with sufficient electrical capacity and 
charging infrastructure for all tenants can preempt most of these barriers (Pierce & Bui, 
in press).

Home charger needs are greater than non-home charging needs, reflecting the 
preference among EV drivers for home charging due to the convenience and 
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affordability it provides. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 5, the number of non-home 
chargers needed increases from about 415,000 chargers in 2023 to 571,000 in 2024, 
to 2.7 million in 2030, and 3.8 million in 2032. This increase reflects a 27% compounded 
annual growth rate in public charging infrastructure from 2024 to 2032, which is 
less than the 40% compounded annual growth rate in public charging infrastructure 
between 2017 and 2022 (AFDC, n.d.-c). The need for workplace chargers increases 
from about 124,000 chargers in 2023 to more than 1.7 million in 2032; this increase of 
almost 14 times is a growth rate of 34% compounded annually. Public Level 2 charger 
needs increase from about 260,000 in 2023 to more than 1.9 million in 2032, an 
increase of almost 7.5 times and a growth rate of 25% compounded annually. Public DC 
fast charger needs increase from about 32,000 in 2023 to about 136,000 in 2032, an 
increase of more than 4 times and a growth rate of nearly 18% compounded annually. 

Figure 5
Summary of U.S. non-home charging needs, 2023 through 2032
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Workplace chargers account for about 45% of non-home Level 2 charger needs and 
47% of all non-home charger needs in 2032. This highlights how workplace chargers 
are convenient for commuting BEV drivers who can use them to charge their vehicle 
slowly during the workday. Public Level 2 chargers account for 51% of needed non-
home chargers; these are largely public overnight chargers, which are also used as 
a proxy for home charging for BEV drivers without it. DC fast chargers account for 
less than 4% of the total non-home chargers needed. This reflects the behavioral 
preference of EV drivers for slower charging, which is often cheaper and more 
convenient, and the infrequency of long-distance trips made in passenger vehicles. 
Nevertheless, basic geographic coverage of DC fast charging is necessary to ensure 
that BEVs can be practical to use for long-distance trips and to assuage concerns of 
drivers who want to know that they can get a fast charge when needed.

Figure 6 provides a more detailed breakdown of non-home charging needs by five use 
cases: workplace Level 2 chargers, public overnight Level 2 chargers, public destination 
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Level 2 chargers, public destination DC fast chargers, and public en-route DC fast 
chargers.  The need for workplace chargers increases from about 124,000 chargers in 
2023 to more than 1.7 million in 2032. The need for public overnight Level 2 chargers 
increases from about 74,000 chargers in 2023 to 1.1 million in 2032. The need for public 
destination Level 2 chargers increases from about 186,000 in 2023 to almost 830,000 
in 2032. The need for public destination DC fast chargers increases from almost 
23,000 in 2023 to about 102,000 in 2032, while the need for public en-route DC fast 
chargers increases from almost 9,000 in 2023 to about 35,000 in 2032. 

Figure 6
U.S. non-home charging needs, by type and use case, 2023 through 2032
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Several additional points provide context for the estimated public and workplace 
charging needs. Public destination chargers represent about 75% of DC fast chargers 
for each year, while en-route chargers are about 25% of DC fast chargers. This reflects 
how most DC fast charging usage is assumed to be for typical daily local charging 
needs as opposed to charging while on long-distance trips. Overnight chargers 
represent about 39% of the total public Level 2 chargers in 2023, as most BEV drivers 
can charge at home. However, as the market expands and more BEV drivers do 
not have home charging access, the percentage of public Level 2 chargers that are 
primarily overnight chargers increases to 67% in 2032. The remaining public Level 2 
chargers are destination chargers, which include chargers at other nonresidential, 
public destinations where cars may park for a few hours at a time, such as libraries, 
parks, and shopping malls.  

Comparison with previous analyses
This analysis builds on and updates a previous ICCT analysis (Bauer et al. 2021), most 
significantly by updating the underlying electric vehicle market growth to incorporate 
EPA’s proposed emissions standards (Multi-Pollutant Emissions Standards, 2023). Table 3 
compares the results from this study with Bauer et al. (2021), as well as other recent studies 
on U.S. charging infrastructure needs. EPA’s 2023 proposed standards will accelerate BEV 
adoption compared to previous estimates, with the BEV sales share of light-duty vehicles 
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reaching 60% by 2030, the figure used in this analysis.  Bauer et al. estimate a 36% sales 
share for battery-electric and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles combined in 2030. This 
accelerated pace of adoption increases the EV fleet size by over 40% from the Bauer et 
al. estimate, from 26 million to 37.7 million EVs. This corresponds to a similarly significant 
increase in home charging needs at single-family homes (55% increase) and multifamily 
homes (100% increase). However, our analysis indicates that the need for workplace 
chargers and public DC fast chargers is somewhat lower than the Bauer et al. estimate. This 
is because we estimate a bigger growth in public overnight Level 2 charging, which serves 
as a proxy for home charging and reduces the need for other non-home charging options. 

Table 3
Comparison of results from this study with previous assessments of charging infrastructure needs

Study
Projection 

year a

EV 
share 

of LDV 
sales 

EV 
fleet 
size

Number of chargers needed
EVs per 

non-home 
charger

Single-
family home

Multifamily 
home Workplace

Public 
Level 2 DC fast

This study 2030 60%b 37.7 Mb 26.5 M 2.0 M 1.2 M 1.4 M 108 K 13.8

Bauer et al. 
(2021) 2030 36% 26 M 17 M 997 K 1.3 M 883 K 177 K 11

Wood et al. 
(2023) 2030 50% 33 M 25.7 M 570 K 485 K 1.1 M 182 K 18.6

S&P Global 
(2023) 2030 40% 28.3 M — — — 2.13 Md 172K 12.3

Kampshoff 
et al. (2022) 2030 50% 48 M 27.5 Mc — 757 K 666 K 814 K 25.3

Phadke et 
al. (2021) 2030 100% — 50 Mc — 1.7 M 3.5 M 600 K —

U.S. EPA 
(2023) 2030 60% — 24.7 M 1.2 M 1 M 200 K 100 K —

PwC (2022) 2030 — 27 M 21.5 M 6 M 6.6 M 800 K 200 K 3.6

McKenzie et 
al. (2021) 2030 — 57 M 21.7 M 4.3 M 81 K 163 K 251 K 115

a 2030 results are shown here for all studies to allow direct comparison. 
b Only BEVs are considered in this study; some studies include plug-in hybrid electric vehicles.
c Includes single-family and multifamily home chargers.
d Includes all public and workplace Level 2 chargers. 

The analyses shown in Table 3 vary in their projected charging infrastructure needs, 
depending on the underlying assumptions in each study. In general, these studies show 
a need for a substantial increase in charging infrastructure to support the size of the 
U.S. EV passenger vehicle fleet by 2030. The number of EVs per non-home charger 
range from 3.6 to 115 across the studies. An alternative metric to assess whether 
sufficient non-home charging infrastructure has been deployed is to compare the 
number of EVs with the sum of the maximum power of all installed non-home chargers. 
Although not shown in Table 3, this study estimates that non-home charging capacity 
of 1.09 kW per BEV is needed in 2030, when BEVs will represent 17% of the national 
LDV stock. This meets the recommended levels of charging capacity per vehicle as 
determined in the ICCT’s analysis of the European Union’s Alternative Fuel Instructure 
Regulation (Rajon Bernard et al., 2022). Our comparison of studies in Table 3 
highlights how charging projections are sensitive to assumptions on charger utilization, 
charging behavior, access to home charging, and other factors, as well as the general 
uncertainty about how the EV charging ecosystem could develop. 
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SUMMARY OF ANNOUNCED CHARGING 
INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENTS
This section assesses whether deployments of new charging infrastructure will match 
the anticipated demand. For this, we summarize the number of public chargers 
that various entities have said they plan to deploy across the country over the next 
several years. Specifically, we compile and catalog data from individual state National 
Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Formula Program (NEVI) plans, other state and federal 
transportation grant and incentive programs, and utility proceedings, as well as 
announcements made by automakers, retailers, and charging network providers. 

METHODOLOGY
To perform our accounting of future charging infrastructure deployments, we 
conducted desk research of announcements, which include explicit information on 
the numbers and types of chargers to be installed. These announcements come 
from a variety of stakeholders, including charging network providers, electric utility 
companies, automakers, retailers, state incentive programs, and federal incentive 
programs. We collected information on the type of charger (Level 2 or DCFC), the 
number of stations (i.e., sites where charging would be deployed), the number of 
ports to be installed, when the installation is expected to begin and end, and the costs 
associated with the project. We also looked at the remaining funds left to be awarded 
through ongoing incentive programs to estimate the additional amount of charging 
infrastructure that could be deployed with these funds.

We focus on publicly accessible non-home charging infrastructure—which includes 
workplace, public Level 2, and public DC fast chargers—rather than private residential 
charging. Information on private home charging is less readily available. Of the 
non-home charger announcements, the number that will be deployed at workplaces 
is often unclear, as private companies do not typically make announcements about 
new workplace charging installations. However, there are some cases where incentive 
programs explicitly allocate funding to workplace charging. Furthermore, the precise 
delineation between workplace and public charging may not always be clear. For 
example, a public downtown garage with chargers may largely be used by commuters 
during the business day but also be used by other people at other times. We expect 
workplace charging to be largely accessible to the public and therefore do not 
distinguish between ports at workplaces and public locations. 

Estimating chargers from the National Electric Vehicle Infrastructure 
Formula Program 
The NEVI program allocates $5 billion in federal funds for states to build charging 
stations along interstates and other well-traveled highways. The program requires a 
20% non-federal match, so the total funds available for charger deployment will be 
$6.25 billion. NEVI guidance requires that charging stations have at least four 150 kW 
DC fast charger ports and be placed every 50 miles along designated Alternative Fuel 
Corridors to be considered “fully built out” (FHWA, 2023). Once states have fully built 
out their designated corridors, they can spend any remaining NEVI funds on other 
public or “community” charging infrastructure.   
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We examine individual state NEVI plans to determine how many corridor stations and 
community chargers they anticipate building and how much these would cost. Most 
states provided estimates for the number of stations needed to achieve fully built out 
status and the estimated costs to build each station; we use these costs when available. 
When state plans gave estimates for the number of stations, but did not provide any 
cost information, we apply a cost of $1.5 million to build a station with four 150 kW 
chargers, which is a commonly used value in many states’ plans. Only a few states (e.g. 
Texas and West Virginia) made any estimates for the number of community chargers 
that would be deployed with remaining NEVI funds and how much these would cost. 
Our summary of the state plans indicates that a total of 8,276 DCFC ports and 25,486 
Level 2 ports, worth an estimated $2.1 billion, are expected to be deployed across 
the country using state NEVI funds and matching non-federal funds. Following these 
investments, we estimate about $2.9 billion in remaining NEVI and matching funds will 
be available for discretionary public charging infrastructure investments. 

Estimating chargers from announcements with and without explicit charger 
counts 
For explicit announcements of planned non-home charging infrastructure deployment 
with specific port counts by type (i.e. Level 2 or DCFC), we record the number of 
chargers and categorized the announcement by the type of stakeholder making the 
investment. When provided, we also note the cost of the project, and—in the case 
of ongoing incentive programs—the remaining funds not yet designated for specific 
projects.  

There are also many announcements that did not specify the number of chargers or 
type of charger to be deployed. Instead, these nonspecific announcements either 
stated the amount of funds being invested in charging infrastructure or the number 
of chargers to be deployed, without specifying the type or location of these chargers. 
From these nonspecific announcements, we found 2.2 million unspecified ports and 
$6.3 billion dollars in charging investments. We estimate the additional number of 
chargers, by type, that could be deployed from these unspecified port counts and 
charging investments using three distinct approaches, described below. 

For nonspecific announcements that provided charging investments in dollar amounts, 
we use two different approaches depending on whether the announcement also 
provided guidance on the money per charger that would be invested—such as was the 
case in many state and utility incentive programs—or gave no information beyond the 
overall dollar amount being invested. For the announcements that provided guidance, 
we conservatively estimate additional chargers that could be deployed with these 
investments following the rules of the program. For example, if an incentive program 
had $2 million in available funding for Level 2 chargers and stipulated that it would 
award the lesser of 70% of project costs or $4,000 per port, we apply the per port 
amount to estimate that an additional 500 Level 2 chargers would be installed using 
the funds from this program. 

For unspecified charging investments without guidance on how to allocate funds, 
such as the remaining funds from the NEVI program, we assume that investments 
would reflect our projection of charging infrastructure needs in 2032. Effectively, this 
assumes that charging investments will be spent commensurate with the charging 
behavioral preferences of EV drivers. We apply conservative, average per charger cost 
estimates for each charging type from Pierce and Slowik (2023) to the findings of 2032 
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charger needs to estimate the share of costs, and therefore the share of investments, 
allocated to each charging type, as shown in Table 4. Based on this, we estimate that 
31% of unspecified charging investments will go toward multifamily home charging, 12% 
towards workplace charging, 20% towards public Level 2 charging, and 37% towards 
public DC fast charging. Some incentive programs have specific carveouts to deploy 
chargers at multifamily homes; we include multifamily homes in the allocation of 
unspecified charging investments only for those programs.  

Table 4
Share of chargers and share of costs applied to nonspecific announcements 

Multifamily 
chargers

Workplace 
chargers

Public Level 2 
chargers

Public DC fast 
chargers

2032 charger 
counts 2,581,520 1,722,370 1,938,850 136,270

Share of chargers 40% 27% 30% 2%

Per-charger cost $7,084 $4,231 $6,017 $157,354

Infrastructure 
investment $18.3 billion $7.3 billion $11.7 billion $21.4 billion

Share of costs 31% 12% 20% 37%

Similarly, for nonspecific announcements with unspecified port counts, we apply 
the share of chargers shown in Table 4. Thus, 40% of ports will be multifamily-home 
chargers, 27% will be workplace chargers, 30% will be public Level 2 chargers, and 2% 
will be public DC fast chargers. For this analysis of public charging deployments, we 
subtract from our totals the investments and number of ports intended for multifamily 
homes, as these chargers are not typically accessible to the public. Single-family 
home charging is also not included in this analysis, as most programs with funding for 
publicly accessible charging exclude single-family homes. However, there are many 
rebate and incentive programs, especially from utilities, specifically dedicated to 
residential charging at both single-family and multifamily homes (Doll, 2023).

RESULTS
Table 5 summarizes the estimated non-home charging deployment from our research 
of charging announcements and investments. The top row shows the number of 
publicly accessible chargers deployed through June 2023 according to the AFDC data 
presented earlier in Figure 2. The subsequent rows show our findings, based on both 
explicit and nonspecific announcements, organized by stakeholders. Rows are sorted 
in descending order by the total number of chargers estimated from both explicit and 
nonspecific announcements combined. Private stakeholders (i.e. charging providers, 
automakers, and retailers) can apply for incentive and grant funding through many 
programs. Therefore, we have separated the announcements from states, NEVI plans, 
the federal government, and utilities because there may be an uncertain amount of 
overlap with the announcements from private stakeholders. 
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Table 5
Summary of announced and potential public charging deployments through 2030

Explicit number of chargers 
announced

Estimate of chargers from 
nonspecific announcements

Estimated total charging 
deployment

Stakeholder category DC fast Level 2 DC fast Level 2 DC fast Level 2

Deployed as of June 2023 32,807 118,147 — — 32,807 118,147

Charging providers 3,492 183,532 90,636 1,149,494 94,128 1,333,026

Automakers 50,122 81,196 0 0 50,122 81,196

Retailers 19,912 0 0 100,000 19,912 100,000

Sum of private stakeholder 
announcements 73,526 264,728 90,636 1,249,494 164,162 1,514,222

Sum of private stakeholder 
announcements and chargers 
deployed through June 2023

106,333 382,875 90,636 1,249,494 196,969 1,632,369

Potential additional chargers

States 11,282 205,210 278 7,279 11,560 212,489

NEVI plans 8,276 25,486 6,794 182,537 15,070 208,023

Federal government 0 0 13,558 97,483 13,558 97,483

Utilities 6,892 56,365 289 4,399 7,181 60,764

Sum of potential additional 
announcements 26,450 287,061 20,919 291,698 47,369 578,759

Sum of all chargers 132,783 669,936 111,554 1,541,193 244,337 2,211,129

Charging providers procure, install, and/or manage charging infrastructure; these 
include, for example, Electrify America, ChargePoint, and Blink. Automakers refers to 
companies that produce EVs, such as Tesla, Ford, and General Motors. Retailers refers 
to companies have made deals to purchase chargers from charging providers and 
install them at their businesses. The NEVI program is highlighted in its own category 
given that it is the largest single investment in charging infrastructure in the United 
States, and because there is a lot of specific detail provided in the state plans. The 
states stakeholder category refers to charging incentive programs managed and 
funded by state agencies, for example, the California Energy Commission’s Clean 
Transportation program. The federal government stakeholder category refers to 
federally funded charging incentive programs, such as the Charging and Fueling 
Infrastructure Grant program. Utilities refer to investor-owned, publicly owned, and 
cooperative utilities that offer grants and rebates for customers to install charging. 

Based on the quantifiable, explicit announcements from charging providers, 
automakers, and retailers, a total of about 74,000 new DCFC ports and about 265,000 
new Level 2 ports could be deployed by 2030. In addition, we estimate approximately 
91,000 additional DCFC ports and about 1.25 million additional Level 2 ports could 
be installed based on nonspecific announcements from these same groups of 
stakeholders. By combining these private stakeholder announcements, we estimate 
about 164,000 new DC fast chargers and 1.5 million new Level 2 chargers could be 
installed by 2030, with 20% coming from explicit announcements and 80% from 
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nonspecific announcements. When also accounting for chargers already deployed 
through June 2023, we estimate about 197,000 DC fast chargers and more than 1.6 
million Level 2 chargers could be installed in the United States by 2030. 

Depending on how many potential additional chargers are deployed—based on the 
announcements from states, NEVI plans, the federal government, and utilities—there 
could be an even greater number of publicly accessible, non-home chargers. Explicit 
charging announcements from these stakeholders include more than 26,000 DC 
fast chargers and about 287,000 Level 2 chargers. We estimate the nonspecific 
announcements from these stakeholders could provide about 21,000 DC fast chargers 
and about 292,000 Level 2 chargers. Altogether we estimate about 47,000 potential 
additional DC fast chargers and 579,000 potential additional Level 2 charges. If all these 
potential additional chargers are deployed—along with the announced chargers from 
charging providers, automakers, and retailers—there could be up to 244,000 DC fast 
and 2.2 million Level 2 non-home chargers installed by 2030. Full details on the collected 
announcements and estimated chargers are shown in Table A1 in the appendix.
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COMPARISON OF CHARGING NEEDS WITH 
ANNOUNCED DEPLOYMENTS
Figure 7 shows the key results of this work by comparing the non-home charging 
infrastructure needs from our modeling (Figure 5) with the announced non-home 
charging infrastructure deployment from our desk research (Table 5). The two 
stacked bars representing infrastructure needs show that around 108,000 DC fast 
chargers and 2.6 million Level 2 chargers will be needed in 2030. The other two 
stacked bars represent current and announced charger deployments. The purple 
sections at the bottom show the number of chargers installed in the United States 
through June 2023. The solid-colored portions of the stacked bars indicate the 
number of chargers that could be deployed by 2030 based on announcements from 
private charging stakeholders. The hatched portions of the bars indicate the potential 
additional chargers included in NEVI plans, and federal, state, and utility stakeholder 
announcements.

Figure 7
Non-home EV chargers needed by 2030 compared with announced deployments
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Based on existing chargers as of June 2023 and announced charging deployments 
by 2030, the deployment of public DC fast charging looks to outpace the needs for 
DC fast charging. With about 197,000 DCFC ports announced or already deployed, 
this would meet 182% of DC fast charging needs in 2030. On the other hand, the 
announced and existing deployments of non-home Level 2 chargers supply most, but 
not all, of the Level 2 charging needs. With an estimated 1.6 million non-home Level 2 
ports, either deployed as of 2023 or announced, this would meet 62% of the need for 
public Level 2 charging in the United States in 2030.
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The hatched portions of the bar chart indicate potential additional chargers from NEVI 
plans, and federal, state, and utility stakeholders. The approximately 47,000 DC fast and 
579,000 Level 2 chargers estimated from these government and utility announcements 
are from incentive funding that private charging stakeholders can apply for to install 
chargers. Because there is uncertainty as to how much overlap there may be with 
announcements from private stakeholders, we conservatively assume that all these 
chargers may be already accounted for. However, if these announcements do lead to 
additional charging beyond what private stakeholders have targeted, we could see over 
244,000 DC fast and 2.2 million Level 2 non-home chargers deployed by 2030. This 
would supply 225% of the DC fast chargers and 84% of the Level 2 chargers needed.  

Public and workplace charging deployment in the United States appears to be on 
track to meet the charging infrastructure needs of a fast-growing passenger EV fleet. 
Additional charger investments and announcements are likely in the years ahead. If, 
however, stakeholders fall short of their announced charging commitments, more 
chargers will be needed. 

Our analysis of charging announcements is conservative in several ways. For example, 
we did not account for charging announcements from local or city municipalities, and 
we did not include charging announcements from more than two dozen pending utility 
transportation electrification plans (Atlas Public Policy, 2023). We also did not consider 
chargers that could be deployed with money from the Alternative Fuel Infrastructure 
Tax Credit, which provides tax credits for charging installations in rural and low-income 
communities (AFDC, n.d.-b). Workplace charging deployments are not typically 
publicized, which limits the number of announcements we could find. Nevertheless, 
workplaces will likely continue to deploy charging as an attractive benefit for 
employees (Charge@Work, n.d.). Additional charging deployment from these sources 
would continue to fill potential gaps. 

This analysis of charging needs is based on assumptions of EV drivers’ charging 
behavior and the energy demand for each charging type. Changes in charging 
behavior could mean that drivers may meet their charging needs using different 
chargers than what is modeled here. EV drivers may also adjust their charging behavior 
to fit the charging network that develops. Our modeling shows a deficit in the number 
of announced Level 2 chargers as of mid-2023 compared to the estimated need by 
2030. Even in the unlikely event that no additional Level 2 charging deployments are 
announced by 2030, the surplus of announced DC fast chargers could fill this gap and 
meet the demand for non-home charging in 2030. 

We considered the overall electrical capacity of non-home charging, irrespective 
of type, to determine whether the announced capacity was sufficient to meet the 
expected charging demand. From our EV CHARGE modeling, we found that BEV 
demand for non-home charging would total 41 GW of capacity in 2030. We tallied the 
capacity from charging announcements and made conservative assumptions about 
capacity from announcements where the rated power of chargers was not specified. 
We found that the announced non-home charging deployment would provide at 
least 39.2 GW of capacity, or 96% of the needed capacity, even excluding potential 
additional chargers from government and utility announcements. When including the 
potential additional chargers, we find that non-home chargers would provide 47.2 GW 
of power, which represents 115% of the needed capacity. 
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Few announcements of charging deployment go beyond 2030. As the EV market 
continues to grow in the next decade, the need for charging infrastructure will 
also expand. Specifically, we find that an additional 28,000 DCFC chargers and an 
additional 1 million Level 2 chargers are needed from 2030 through 2032. This gap 
could be filled by further announcements and by utility and private-sector investments. 
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DISCUSSION
As with any analysis of future charging needs, our results depend on several key 
assumptions. Limitations and uncertainties about these assumptions could lead to 
relatively more or less charging than quantified here. This section discusses some of 
the key uncertainties for the analysis and the implications on the results should the 
market develop differently than modeled here.

The underlying fleet transition scenario is based on the BEV sales share of light-duty 
passenger vehicles increasing from 7% in 2023 to 67% by 2032. This is aligned with 
the projection from EPA’s proposed greenhouse gas standards. This increase in new 
BEV sales shares corresponds to a BEV sales increase from about 2.4 million BEVs in 
2025, to about 8.6 million in 2030, and about 9.7 million in 2032. However, automakers 
can choose from many cost-effective technology options to meet EPA’s proposed 
greenhouse gas requirements, such as advanced internal combustion engine vehicles 
and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles. If automakers sell more vehicles with advanced 
combustion and plug-in hybrid technology, fewer BEVs would be needed to comply 
with the standards and the demand for public charging infrastructure would be less 
than what’s modeled in this analysis. 

This analysis is national in scope. Within the United States, the EV market has 
grown and developed at different paces in different states (Alliance for Automotive 
Innovation, n.d.). Led by California, several states are moving ahead with EV adoption 
faster than others by adopting Advanced Clean Cars II regulations to achieve a 100% 
zero-emission vehicles sales share (which includes BEVs, plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles, and fuel-cell electric vehicles) by 2035 (California Air Resources Board, 2022; 
Ceres, 2023; Hutchinson, 2023). This means that charging needs will vary from region 
to region and from state to state, and more detailed regional, state, and local charging 
infrastructure planning will be required to ensure geographic coverage and capacity. 

Public charging needs are also highly dependent on the amount of utilization charging 
infrastructure receives. Our assessment of charging needs is based on public charging 
utilization rates of around 3 hours per day (about 13% of the time) in 2023, which 
increase to about 6 hours per day (about 25%) in 2032, as shown in Table 1. If chargers 
are used relatively more or less than these values, then the number of chargers needed 
would decrease or increase, respectively. Actions that can increase utilization include 
siting chargers in more densely populated or high-traffic areas, ensuring chargers are 
listed on charging and navigation tools such as PlugShare and Google Maps, installing 
clear signage and lighting, and using price signals like dynamic pricing and idle fees 
(Chargelab, 2023). For example, in the city of Monterey, California, city garages charge 
a $0.50 per minute idle fee to encourage people to vacate charging locations when 
charging is complete, thereby increasing charger availability and the opportunity 
for increased utilization (City of Monterey, n.d.). Anecdotal evidence suggests this 
policy has minimized the time spent plugged in while not charging (City and County 
of San Francisco, 2023). Utilization is likewise fundamental to the business case and 
profitability of charging locations. In countries with high levels of EV adoption, such 
as the Netherlands, increased utilization has led to earlier breakeven time for charging 
infrastructure projects (ICF & Cenex 2024). If utilization, and thus the business case 
improves, more private companies might pursue deployment of more charging than 
announced through 2023.
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Home charging access is another key factor that affects public charging needs. With 
policy support to increase home charging access, public charging needs and overall 
charging network costs can be reduced from what is modeled here (Pierce & Slowik, 
2023). Removing barriers to charging at multifamily homes is particularly crucial to 
guarantee equitable access to convenient, low-cost charging as the market expands. 
For example, home charging access for renters and low- and middle-income EV drivers 
may be hindered by insufficient grid capacity and the lack of ordinances requiring 
EV-readiness at multifamily homes. ICCT, in conjunction with the International ZEV 
Alliance, has engaged with multifamily home stakeholders across multiple EV markets 
to understand and identify technological and policy solutions that can help overcome 
these barriers (Tankou et al., 2023). Resources are also available that share best 
practices to improve permitting and planning processes, zoning, and building codes 
to make EV charging deployment more streamlined and equitable (Gilliland & Graff, 
2023). If governments adopt policies to support widespread home charging access, 
the overall demand for public charging, and the need for greater public investments in 
charging infrastructure, would be reduced. 

Medium- and heavy-duty electric vehicle charging needs are not in the scope of this 
analysis. However, there are a few limited funding sources for charging of medium- and 
heavy-duty electric vehicles, including the Diesel Emissions Reduction Act program, 
the Federal Transit Administration’s Grants for Buses and Bus Facilities program, and 
the State Energy Program (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2023). States can 
also use remaining NEVI funds and apply for other federal funds, such as from the 
Charging and Fueling Infrastructure Grant Program, to deploy any type of charging. If 
states use these funds to deploy charging types that are incompatible with LDVs, then 
the number of announced chargers would be slightly lower than quantified here. For 
example, if 50% of the dollars from NEVI and federal funds (included in this paper’s 
nonspecific announcement category) went exclusively to medium- and heavy-duty 
vehicle charging, the number of announced potential additional chargers quantified 
here would be reduced by about 11,000 DC fast chargers and about 125,000 Level 2 
chargers. This means that our findings of needs versus announcements when including 
potential charges would decrease from 225% to 215% for DCFC and from 84% to 79% 
for Level 2 chargers. This would have a minimal effect on charging access for LDVs. 
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CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS
This paper analyzes critical questions about how much charging infrastructure is 
needed to support the transition to higher BEV sales. The paper also assesses whether 
charging deployments that have already been announced by charging providers, 
government entities, automakers, retailers, and utilities are sufficient to meet this need. 
Our analysis leads us to the following key conclusions: 

Continued EV market growth requires continued charging deployment. Based on the 
EPA’s proposed multi-pollutant standards, BEVs are projected to represent 67% of new 
U.S. light-duty vehicles sales in 2032, which could lead to 55 million EVs being on the 
road in that year. We estimate this burgeoning BEV fleet will require about 3.7 million 
Level 2 chargers at public locations and workplaces, 136,000 public DC fast chargers, 
and 40.1 million chargers at single-family and multifamily homes in 2032. Compared to 
the number of chargers installed as of June 2023, this represents a 31-times increase in 
publicly accessible Level 2 chargers and a 4-times increase in public DC fast chargers.

Millions of new publicly accessible EV chargers have been announced. According 
to public announcements, charging providers, automakers, and retailers could install 
164,000 new DC fast chargers and 1.5 million new Level 2 chargers at public locations 
and workplaces through 2030. The totals are based partly on announcements that 
provide explicit details about the number and type of chargers to be deployed 
(approximately 74,000 DC fast chargers and about 265,000 Level 2 chargers). 
From announcements that provided total investments or charger numbers, without 
specifying the type of chargers, we estimate an additional 91,000 DCFC and 1.25 
million Level 2 chargers could be deployed. We also find that charging announcements 
from the federal government, states, and utilities could potentially supply up to an 
additional 47,000 DC fast chargers and 579,000 Level 2 chargers, respectively, 
although it is unclear whether these announcements may overlap with announcements 
from private stakeholders.

Announced deployments make up a substantial share of non-home chargers needed 
by 2030. Existing chargers as of June 2023 and announced charging deployments 
by charging providers, automakers, and retailers sum up to around 197,000 DC 
fast chargers and 1.6 million Level 2 chargers at public locations and workplaces by 
2030. This announced deployment would provide 182% of the needed public DC fast 
chargers and about 62% of the needed public and workplace Level 2 chargers in 2030. 
This amount of charging is estimated to provide 39.2 GW of capacity, or 96% of the 
needed electrical capacity modeled. If EV drivers change their behavior to adapt to 
a network with more DC fast chargers, the total charging deployment announced 
as of mid-2023 could potentially satisfy nearly all non-home charging needs. With 
potential additional chargers from announcements by the federal government, states, 
and utilities, the public charging network in 2030 could consist of about 244,000 DC 
fast chargers and 2.2 million Level 2 chargers, which would supply 225% of needed 
DC fast chargers and 84% of needed Level 2 chargers. With these additional chargers, 
total deployed capacity could reach 47.2 GW, which is 115% of the needed electrical 
capacity. Nevertheless, more charging deployments will likely be announced before 
2030 which could address the need for both publicly accessible Level 2 and DC fast 
charging in 2030. 

At this time, announcements about charging deployments only go through 2030. 
More charging will be needed in 2032 as the BEV fleet grows in accordance with the 
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EPA’s proposed greenhouse gas standards. Future research could monitor both actual 
deployments and announcements of future deployments to assess the projected 
growth of EV charging infrastructure beyond 2030. This paper assesses nationwide 
charging needs, and further research is needed to determine the geographical 
distribution of charging deployment as EV adoption trends vary across regions in 
the United States. Questions also remain for how to deploy charging infrastructure 
in the most cost-effective way. Public charging needs are highly dependent on home 
charging access. An expansion of home charging access—particularly for residents of 
multifamily housing and for low- and middle-income drivers—may reduce the overall 
need for public EV charging infrastructure and ensure equitable access to low-cost 
charging. 
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APPENDIX
Table A1 summarizes the 162 charging announcements identified in this study and catalogs 
the announcements by stakeholder, charger type, number of ports, and estimated costs 
when data are available. A link to each announcement is provided in the far-right column.

Table A1
List of explicit and nonspecific announcements of charging deployments

Description Stakeholder
Charger 

type
Number of 
DCFC ports

Number of 
Level 2 ports Cost

Remaining 
funds Source

Mercedes-Benz/ChargePoint/
MN8 Automaker DCFC 2,500 $1.0B 1, 2

Seven automakers Automaker DCFC 30,000 1

Tesla/Hilton Automaker Level 2 20,000 1

GM/Flying J Automaker DCFC 2,000 1

GM Dealer Community Charging 
Program Automaker Level 2 40,000 1

GM/EVgo Automaker DCFC 2,250 1

Ford Model e program Automaker Mixed 10,206 11,346 1, 2

Electrify America/TravelCenters 
of America Retailer DCFC 1,000 1

PG&E/Ecology Action Utility Level 2 4,000 1

Francis Energy Charging 
provider DCFC 50,000       1

Revel/New York City Charging 
provider DCFC 100 1

7-Eleven Retailer DCFC 44 1

Blink Charging/Royal Farms Retailer DCFC 60 1

TeraWatt Infrastructure 
(Inglewood)

Charging 
provider DCFC 26 1

Enel X Way (North America 
expansion)

Charging 
provider Mixed 40,000 1,113,289     1

Charge@Work Retail Level 2   100,000     1

Washington EV Charging 
program State Mixed 200 2,000 $64.0M 1

Evgo/GSPP/CALeVIP 2.0 Charging 
provider DCFC 100 $6.6M 1

Electrify America/Rocky 
Mountain Power

Charging 
provider DCFC 80 1

Francis Energy/Illinois Charging 
provider DCFC 1

Hertz Electrifies/Houston Retailer DCFC 50 1

Hertz Electrifies/Atlanta Retailer DCFC 8 1

Hertz Electrifies/Orlando Retailer DCFC 50 1

Rove Charging 
provider DCFC 800 1

California Clean Transportation 
program State Mixed 8,600 180,000 1, 2, 3

EVPassport Inc/Viejas tribe/
Maada’oozh

Charging 
provider Mixed 16 412 $20.0M 1

https://arstechnica.com/cars/2023/01/mercedes-benz-to-build-an-ev-fast-charging-network-starting-in-the-us/?comments=1&comments-page=1
https://ngtnews.com/mercedes-benz-ready-to-kick-off-buildout-of-2000-ev-charging-hubs
https://www.stellantis.com/en/news/press-releases/2023/july/seven-automakers-unite-to-create-a-leading-high-powered-charging-network-across-north-america
https://stories.hilton.com/releases/hilton-to-install-up-to-20000-tesla-universal-wall-connectors-at-2000-hotels
https://pilotflyingj.com/press-release/19335
https://www.autonews.com/mobility-report/gm-partners-car-dealers-grow-ev-charging-network?adobe_mc=MCMID%3D48944952805285883320552141055690676407%7CMCORGID%3D138FFF2554E6E7220A4C98C6%2540AdobeOrg%7CTS%3D1695325250&CSAuthResp=1%3A%3A1387628%3A24061%3A24%3Asuccess%3A30D299E99428522F17F1DC10F045F88F
https://www.evgo.com/press-release/evgo-and-general-motors-open-1-000th-dc-fast-charging-stall-as-part-of-metropolitan-charging-collaboration/
https://www.macheforum.com/site/threads/today-is-a-big-ford-dealer-deadline-ev-certified-mandates-model-e-sign-up.23887/
https://www.autonews.com/dealers/29-ford-dealers-leave-ev-program-after-changes
https://www.ta-petro.com/newsroom/travelcenters-of-america-enters-agreement-with-electrify-america-to-expand-electric-vehicle-infrastructure
https://www.pge.com/en_US/about-pge/media-newsroom/news-details.page?pageID=029f3373-c807-4cf1-bfbf-6c65ed571f48&ts=1689881980044
https://francisenergy.com/white-house-cites-francis-energys-success-and-future-plans-to-expand-ev-charging-network-across-america/
https://ny1.com/nyc/all-boroughs/transit/2023/04/11/revel-opens-new-electric-vehicle-charging-superhub-in-brooklyn
https://www.7-eleven.com/7charge
https://blinkcharging.com/news/blink-charging-becomes-a-provider-of-electric-vehicle-charging-solutions-for-royal-farms/
https://terawattinfrastructure.com/ideas/terawatt-infrastructure-breaks-ground-ev-charging-site-for-fleets-near-lax/
https://www.enelxway.com/us/en/resources/releases/enelxway-plans-to-add-over-2m-charging-ports-in-north-america
https://electrificationcoalition.org/charge-at-work-program/
https://waevcharging.org/overview
https://www.evgo.com/press-release/evgo-selected-by-california-energy-commission-for-proposed-awards-of-6-6-million-to-deploy-more-than-100-new-dc-fast-charging-stalls-across-17-locations/
https://media.electrifyamerica.com/en-us/releases/219
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230605005635/en/Francis-Energy-Awarded-VW-Grant-Funds-by-the-State-of-Illinois-for-Deployment-of-Fast-Charging-EV-Stations
https://www.hertz.com/rentacar/misc/index.jsp?targetPage=electrifies_houston.jsp#press
https://atlantafi.com/hertz-electrify-atlanta/
https://www.wftv.com/news/local/orlando-leaders-hertz-ocps-collaborate-expand-electric-vehicles-community/63VSM3FZZJEHTIW3ZRDBSUJDGY/
https://cleantechnica.com/2023/04/25/rove-to-build-attractive-full-service-ev-charging-centers-in-california/
https://www.energy.ca.gov/publications/2022/2022-2023-investment-plan-update-clean-transportation-program-0
https://www.energy.ca.gov/data-reports/energy-almanac/zero-emission-vehicle-and-infrastructure-statistics/electric-vehicle
https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/esta/documents/nevi/2023-ca-nevi-plan-update-final-a11y.pdf
https://labusinessjournal.com/energy-2/ev/
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Description Stakeholder
Charger 

type
Number of 
DCFC ports

Number of 
Level 2 ports Cost

Remaining 
funds Source

EVPassport Charging 
provider Mixed 1,000 10,000 $200.0M 1

itselectric Charging 
provider Level 2 100 1

Smart Charge America Charging 
provider Level 2 140,000 1

Sacramento International 
Airport

Charging 
provider DCFC 30 1

Walmart/Sam’s Club Retail DCFC 18,700 1

Revel/New York City/Red Hook Charging 
provider DCFC 20 1

Efficiency Maine Phase IV (1&2) State DCFC 31 4 1

New Jersey Turnpike Authority State DCFC 240 1

New York Power Authority/
NYCDOT State DCFC 50 1

SWTCH/White House Charging 
provider Level 2 20,000 1

Evolve NY State DCFC 662 1, 2

EV Make-Ready program Utility Mixed 5,964 38,569 $1.1B 1, 2, 3

itselectric/Mid-Hudson Valley Charging 
provider L2 250 1

Alabama/ADECA State DCFC 18 1, 2

Entergy Arkansas Utility DCFC 48 $8.4M 1

Xcel Energy/Colorado Utility DCFC 460 1, 2

Connecticut DEEP/VW 
settlement funds State Mixed 40 545 $6.0M 1

Titan Energy Madison, CT State Level 2 2 1

Council of the District of 
Columbia State Level 2 15,000 1, 2

LNG Electric/MD7 Charging 
provider Mixed 13,000 1

Illinois EPA/VW Settlement State DCFC 348 $12.6M 1

ComEd/Exelon/Millennium 
Garages Utility Level 2 200 1

GOEVIN Indiana/VW 
Settlement State DCFC 61 1

Iowa VW settlement State Mixed 24 48 1

Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana (OKI) State Mixed 12 44 1

Delaware/VW settlement State DCFC 29 1

Charge Ready 2.0 State Level 2   1,905   $11.0M 1

New York Municipal ZEV 
Infrastructure Grant program State Mixed 28 454 $8.3M 1

New Jersey Board of Public 
Utilities State Mixed 39 78 $12.7M 1

New Jersey It Pay$ to Plug In State Level 2   1,217   $10.0M 1

Texas VW Settlement State Mixed 171 4,049 $31.1M 1

Florida VW Settlement State DCFC 66 1

https://techcrunch.com/2023/10/12/evpassport-scored-200m-to-build-out-its-app-less-charging-infrastructure/?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAABlXVWXUyZ6hoM9Dnp86DOPtMIF3z1D9vCpm47_B38tXZs6nq_19g2sA-1Hg1D2LI82fxvOrVKmlXhV0jorG9AVHB5aVPOk5zqOSdZKwVJjWtAbdjRZRc9NNrkUJ1c9WX1_i8dPV60jn5b22QM7IYzxqZawRd4Qp_wjtYYh5ixCj
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2023/04/17/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-announces-new-private-and-public-sector-investments-for-affordable-electric-vehicles/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2023/04/17/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-announces-new-private-and-public-sector-investments-for-affordable-electric-vehicles/
https://www.sacbee.com/news/local/article277914993.html
https://www.reuters.com/business/retail-consumer/walmart-plans-own-ev-charger-network-us-stores-by-2030-2023-04-06/
https://www.theverge.com/2023/3/10/23630952/revel-ev-charging-nyc-ceo-interview-tesla-moped
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/at-work/electric-vehicle-supply-equipment-initiative/
https://www.kioskmarketplace.com/news/new-jersey-approves-240-ev-charging-ports-on-state-highways/#:~:text=EV vehicle owners will be,the authority%27s two toll roads.
https://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/pr2023/fast-charging-hubs.shtml
https://swtchenergy.com/swtch-joins-white-house-ev-adoption-challenge-to-expand-accessible-access-to-ev-charging/
https://evolveny.nypa.gov/en/about-evolve-new-york
https://evolveny.nypa.gov/
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Project/Nyserda/Files/Programs/ChargeNY/National-Electric-Vehicle-Infrastructure-Formula-Program-Deployment-Plan.pdf
https://jointutilitiesofny.org/ev/make-ready
https://dps.ny.gov/event/evs-dps-staff-provide-recommendations-regarding-midpoint-review-electric-vehicle-ev-make
https://www.dailyfreeman.com/2023/09/12/company-seeks-kingstons-backing-in-push-for-ev-charging-stations-at-parking-spots/
https://abc3340.com/news/local/alabama-montgomery-governor-kay-ivey-electric-charging-station-near-me-gadsden-wedowee-phenix-city-dothan-ev-models-tesla-hybrid-highway-travel-gas-station-car-manufacturers
https://adeca.alabama.gov/alabama-ev/
https://www.arkansasbusiness.com/article/144418/entergy-arkansas-plans-charging-stations
https://denvergazette.com/news/business/xcel-proposing-to-build-company-owned-ev-charging-network/article_a97b9606-fcbb-11ed-9542-c7879af920fd.html
https://www.axios.com/local/denver/2023/08/08/colorado-ev-charge-network-private-developers-xcel-energy
https://portal.ct.gov/Office-of-the-Governor/News/Press-Releases/2023/06-2023/Governor-Lamont-Announces-Release-Volkswagen-Settlement-Funds
https://patch.com/connecticut/madison-ct/ev-charging-station-coming-madison
https://www.charlesallenward6.com/councilmember_allen_introduces_legislation_mandating_7_500_electric_vehicle_charing_stations_by_2027
https://legiscan.com/DC/text/B25-0106/2023
https://www.md7.com/perspectives/md7-partners-with-lng-electric-powering-ev-adoption-for-over-13000-hotels-and-apartment-complexes/
https://www.illinois.gov/news/press-release.26547.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/exelons-exc-comed-millennium-garages-104600411.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAL8Phbds-KwBK5iRN9BSOkdqjmfBSx3zG0RmvbsmrF8pCnuhTvaSyfatdSkkHdGQGI2486MVoCRyKyvuF0-QUOsiVaTCG_rEi869N3_ZpYmZS1hi8iTZMXpN-hBbF_o9odDpRDjUqg4fnA9HU9IfcCqwPh9p2JAB9w-yZfgR4cXy
https://goevin.com/about-us/#about-us
https://iowadot.gov/VWSettlement/default.aspx
https://www.oki.org/oki-awards-funding-for-electric-vehicle-charging-stations/
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-04/%28CCE%29 VW D-4 Application DC Fast Charging Stations - Application - signed - 31632.pdf_0.pdf
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/ChargeNY/Charge-Electric/Charging-Station-Programs/Charge-Ready-NY
https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-hochul-announces-more-83-million-municipalities-electric-vehicle-charging
https://www.nj.gov/bpu/newsroom/2023/approved/20231002.html
https://www.nj.gov/dep/newsrel/2023/23_0054.htm
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/2023 Q1-Q2 TxVEMP SA Report_June 2023.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-08/2023 Q1-Q2 Semiannual Report 7 - Florida - 7-31-23.pdf
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Description Stakeholder
Charger 

type
Number of 
DCFC ports

Number of 
Level 2 ports Cost

Remaining 
funds Source

Colorado VW Settlement thru 
September 2023 State Mixed 38 95 1

Colorado VW Settlement 
(Charge Ahead Colorado 
current round)

State Mixed 37 179   $3.0M 1

Arkansas VW Settlement L2 
program State Level 2   62   $364.8K 1, 2

Arkansas VW Settlement DCFC 
program State DCFC 9     $1.5M 1, 2

Alabama VW Settlement State DCFC 12 1

Massachusetts VW Settlement/
EVIP State Mixed 15 284 1

Michigan VW Settlement 
(Charge Up Michigan) State DCFC 49 1

Minnesota VW Settlement State Mixed 42 42 1, 2

Mississippi VW Settlement State Mixed 12 12 1, 2

Missouri VW Settlement/ MDNR State DCFC 18 $5.6M 1, 2

Montana VW Settlement State Mixed 11 10 1, 2

Oklahoma VW Settlement State DCFC 1

Washington VW Settlement/
Charge Where You Are State DCFC 352 $3.5M 1

Washington VW Settlement/
Corridor DCFC State Level 2 14 1, 2

Utah VW Settlement State DCFC 4 78   $1.3M 1

South Dakota/VW Settlement State Level 2 3 53   $1.0M 1, 2

Tennessee VW Settlement State DCFC 59 51 $5.2M $977.6K 1

Pennsylvania VW Settlement/
Driving PA Forward State Mixed 750 1, 2

North Carolina VW Settlement State DCFC 122 528 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10

New Mexico VW Settlement State Level 2 23 12 1

West Virginia VW Settlement State DCFC   58   $606.6K 1

Kentucky VW Settlement DCFC 
program State DCFC 29     $4.6M 1

Kentucky VW Settlement L2 
program State DCFC   146   $1.5M 1

Maryland EVSE rebate program State DCFC   200   $1.0M 1

Massachusetts Utilities Make 
Ready programs Utility DCFC 400 13,310 1, 2

Minnesota Carbon Reduction 
program State Mixed 19 1

UPPCO EV pilot rebate Utility Level 2 11     $750.0K 1, 2

DTE Energy EV pilot rebate Utility Mixed 117 1,394   $13.0M 1, 2

Consumers Energy EV pilot 
rebate Utility DCFC 64 536   $10.0M 1, 2

Indiana Michigan Power EV 
pilot rebate Utility DCFC 15 72   $675.0K 1, 2

Alpena Power Company EV 
pilot rebate Utility DCFC 7     $500.0K 1, 2

https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-08/2023 Q1-Q2 Combined AFC CDOT ZEV Semi-Annual Report.pdf
https://energyoffice.colorado.gov/charge-ahead-colorado
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/2023 Q1-Q2 Arkansas  7-30-23 Semi Annual Report to Trustee.pdf.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-06/WEB Level 2 EVSE Program EMAC Update.2023.04.12 %281%29 %281%29.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/2023 Q1-Q2 Arkansas  7-30-23 Semi Annual Report to Trustee.pdf.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-06/DC Fast Charge EMAC Update 2023.04.13 %281%29.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-08/2023 Q1-Q2 Jul 2023-VW Environmental Mitigation Trust Semiannual Report signed.pdf.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-08/MassDEP Eighth VW Semiannual Report 1.1.23-6.30.23 signed 8.7.23.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-08/MI EGLE Semi Annual Report 6.30.23 Final.pdf.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/MN Semi Annual Report 7.11.23.pdf.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2021-06/Signed Phase 2 DCFC Funding Request %284%29.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2022-10/Category 9 Light Duty Zero Emission Vehicle Supply Equipment WEB.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/Mississippi VW Semiannual Report_2023_January-June.pdf.pdf
https://dnr.mo.gov/document-search/volkswagen-trust-funds-electric-vehicle-charging-infrastructure-category-project-status
https://dnr.mo.gov/document-search/missouris-volkswagen-trust-webinar-electric-vehicle-infrastructure-august-2020
https://deq.mt.gov/files/Energy/Transportation/2023 0731 VW semi annual report FINAL web.pdf
https://deq.mt.gov/energy/Programs/fuels
https://www.deq.ok.gov/air-quality-division/volkswagen-settlement/chargeok-oklahoma-electric-vehicle-charging-program/
https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/publications/UIPages/documents/2302099.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/7.14.23 AQ VW WT Semi Annual Report_signed.pdf.pdf
https://ecology.wa.gov/air-climate/air-quality/vehicle-emissions/investing-in-cleaner-transportation/vw-clean-transportation-projects
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/2023 Q1-Q2 StateofUtahSemiAnnualReportJan1-Jun302023-7thReport.pdf.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/2023 Q1-Q2 2023JanJun.pdf.pdf
https://danr.sd.gov/Environment/AirQuality/VolkswagenTrust/VWEVCS.aspx
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/2023 Q1-Q2 VW EMT Semiannual Report TN_Through_6.30.23_final.pdf.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-03/2022 Q3-Q4 SEMIANNUALREPORTTOTHETRUSTEE_JANUARY2023_FINAL_approved.pdf.pdf
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/6f5db16b8399488a8ef2567e1affa1e2
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-08/2023 Q1-Q2 NC Phase 1%262 Semi-Annual Report.pdf
https://www.deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/air-quality/motor-vehicles-and-air-quality/volkswagen-settlement/phase-2-volkswagen-settlement/dc-fast-charging-infrastructure-program
https://www.deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/air-quality/motor-vehicles-and-air-quality/volkswagen-settlement/phase-2-volkswagen-settlement/level-2-infrastructure-program
https://www.deq.nc.gov/air-quality/mobile/volkswagen/phase-2/vw-phase-2-dc-fast-priority-corridors-funded-projectspdf/download?attachment
https://www.deq.nc.gov/air-quality/mobile/volkswagen/phase-2/vw-phase-2-dc-fast-existing-sites-funded-projectspdf/download?attachment
https://www.deq.nc.gov/air-quality/mobile/volkswagen/phase-2/vw-phase-2-level-2-public-access-awards/download?attachment
https://www.deq.nc.gov/air-quality/mobile/volkswagen/phase-2/vw-phase-2-level-2-workplace-awards/download?attachment
https://www.deq.nc.gov/air-quality/mobile/volkswagen/phase-2/phase-2-level-2-state-agency-awardspdf/download?attachment
https://www.deq.nc.gov/air-quality/mobile/volkswagen/phase-2/vw-phase-2-level-2-mud-awards/download?attachment
https://www.deq.nc.gov/air-quality/mobile/volkswagen/dcfast-awardees-new/download?attachment
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-09/New Mexico VW Semi-Annual Report Q1-Q2 2023.pdf.pdf
https://www.vwenvironmentalmitigationtrust.com/sites/default/files/2023-07/Semi-Annual Report for JAN23-JUN23_SIGNED.pdf.pdf
https://kentuckycleanfuels.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Volkswagen-Settlement-Presentation.pdf
https://kentuckycleanfuels.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Volkswagen-Settlement-Presentation.pdf
https://energy.maryland.gov/transportation/pages/incentives_evserebate.aspx
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/electric-vehicle-charging
https://blog.greenenergyconsumers.org/blog/400-million-for-electric-car-charging-in-massachusetts
https://www.dot.state.mn.us/nevi/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/mi_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/travel/mobility/initiatives/nevi
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/mi_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/travel/mobility/initiatives/nevi
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/mi_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/travel/mobility/initiatives/nevi
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/mi_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/travel/mobility/initiatives/nevi
https://adms.apps.lara.state.mi.us/Mpsc/ViewCommissionOrderDocument/26289
https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/travel/mobility/initiatives/nevi
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Description Stakeholder
Charger 

type
Number of 
DCFC ports

Number of 
Level 2 ports Cost

Remaining 
funds Source

Ameren Missouri charging 
Station incentive Utility DCFC 47 112   $1.5M 1

Montana planned stations Charging 
provider DCFC 42 20 1

New Hampshire planned 
stations

Charging 
provider DCFC 28 1

New Hampshire VW Settlement State DCFC 23 $4.5M 1

New Mexico ARPA/Capital 
Outlay State Mixed 108 1

Minnesota VW Settlement State Mixed 4 79   $1.5M 1

AES Ohio EV rebate Utility Mixed 20 286 $2.2M 1, 2

Oregon DOT Community 
Charging Rebate State Level 2 882 $3.8M 1

Oregon DOT EV charging 
programs State Level 2 83 1,521   $29.0M 1

Pennsylvania planned stations State DCFC 48 1

Rivian Adventure/ 
Waypoint network Automaker DCFC 3,166 9,850 1, 2

Rocky Mountain Power Utility DCFC 88 1,532   $5.0M 1

Vermont Community Chargers 
workplace program State DCFC   160   $1.8M 1, 2

Vermont Community Chargers 
public attraction program State DCFC 36 72   $1.8M 1, 2

Washington ZEVIP 2023-2025 State DCFC 128 $30.2M 1, 2

Washington DES 2023-2025 State Level 2? 45 830   $11.3M 1

Charging and Fueling 
Infrastructure Community 
Program

Federal DCFC 4,461 81,975   $1.6B 1

Charging and Fueling 
Infrastructure Corridor Program Federal Mixed 9,930     $1.6B 1

Francis Energy/SK Signet Charging 
provider L2 1,000 1

Remaining NEVI funds NEVI DCFC 8,352 153,499   $2.9B

BP/Tesla Charging 
provider DCFC 636     $100.0M 1

Alabama NEVI NEVI DCFC 184 $69.0M $30.1M 1

Alaska NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 36 $15.0M $50.5M 1, 2

Arizona NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 96 $41.0M $54.6M 1

Arkansas NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 60 $24.4M $43.2M 1, 2

California NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 291 $45.8M $433.8M 1

Colorado NEVI: DCFC Charging 
Plaza program NEVI DCFC 188 $21.3M $49.4M 1, 2

Connecticut NEVI NEVI DCFC 44 $16.5M $49.1M 1

Delaware NEVI NEVI DCFC 29 $11.5M $10.6M 1, 2

District of Columbia NEVI NEVI DCFC $20.8M 1

Florida NEVI DCFC 60 $22.5M $225.1M 1, 2

Georgia NEVI DCFC 20 $7.5M $161.2M 1, 2

Hawaii NEVI DCFC 48 $18.0M $4.1M 1, 2

https://www.bizjournals.com/stlouis/news/2023/09/28/ameren-missouri-electric-vehicles-charge-ahead.html
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/publications/plans/ev/docs/2023-MT-NEVI-Plan.pdf
https://www.dot.nh.gov/sites/g/files/ehbemt811/files/inline-documents/updated-nevi-plan-8-1-2023.pdf
https://www.dot.nh.gov/sites/g/files/ehbemt811/files/inline-documents/updated-nevi-plan-8-1-2023.pdf
https://api.realfile.rtsclients.com/PublicFiles/f260a66b364d453e91ff9b3fedd494dc/ce532b3b-3924-4856-b533-15f065f22984/NEW MEXICO 2023 ELECTRIC VEHICLE INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENT PLAN UPDATE 08-01-23.pdf
https://www.dot.state.mn.us/nevi/
https://www.aes-ohio.com/evse-rebate-program
https://www.aes-ohio.com/evse-rebate-terms-and-conditions
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/climate/Pages/communitychargingrebates.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/climate/pages/nevi.aspx
https://www.penndot.pa.gov/ProjectAndPrograms/Planning/EVs/Documents/PA NEVI 2023 State Plan Update FINAL update92523changes_CLEAN.pdf
https://rivian.com/experience/charging#rwn
https://www.cars.com/articles/rivian-planning-to-open-charging-network-to-all-evs-465309/
https://www.rockymountainpower.net/savings-energy-choices/electric-vehicles/utah-commercial-incentives.html
https://www.vermontevchargers.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Eligibility-Requirements-for-Landing-Page-Workplace.pdf
https://www.vermontevchargers.com/
https://www.vermontevchargers.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Eligibility-Requirements-for-Landing-Page-Public-Attraction.pdf
https://www.vermontevchargers.com/
https://wsdot.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2023-10/23-25-WSDOT-ZEVIP-NOPA-REVISED.pdf
https://wsdot.wa.gov/business-wsdot/grants/zero-emission-vehicle-grants/zero-emission-vehicle-infrastructure-partnerships-grant
https://wsdot.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2023-09/WSDOT-NEVI-Plan-Update.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bipartisan-infrastructure-law/charging.cfm
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bipartisan-infrastructure-law/charging.cfm
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/sk-signet-and-francis-energy-sign-partnership-agreement-301878454.html
https://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/news-and-insights/press-releases/bp-boosts-ev-charging-network-with-100-million-dollar-order-of-tesla-ultra-fast-chargers.html
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bipartisan-infrastructure-law/evs_5year_nevi_funding_by_state.cfm
https://www.akenergyauthority.org/Portals/0/Electric Vehicles/2023.07.31 FY24 Alaska NEVI Plan (Final).pdf?ver=wzbivGy2EFMmDFeNXt6cyg%3d%3d
https://www.adn.com/business-economy/2023/09/03/amid-complaints-about-alaskas-electric-vehicle-charging-network-state-says-its-working-to-add-faster-stations/
https://azdot.gov/sites/default/files/2023-10/2023-adot-electric-vehicle-charging-infrastructure-deployment-plan.pdf
https://www.ardot.gov/wp-content/uploads/ARDOT_2023_EVID_Plan_Update.pdf
https://www.kark.com/news/state-news/arkansas-ev-charging-infrastructure-plan-gets-54-1m-federal-green-light/
https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/esta/documents/nevi/2023-ca-nevi-plan-update-final-a11y.pdf
https://www.codot.gov/programs/innovativemobility/assets/press-release-for-dcfc-plazas-awards.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/co_nevi_plan.pdf
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/DOT/documents/dnevi/CT-NEVI-FY-2024-Plan-Final.pdf
https://news.delaware.gov/2022/08/09/deldot-dnrec-to-deploy-new-ev-charging-stations-along-states-major-travel-routes-via-bil-initiative-funding/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/de_nevi_plan.pdf
https://ago-item-storage.s3.amazonaws.com/bf5c02fb79db4e52a385116ebe0a576e/District_NEVI_Plan_2023.pdf?X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEEAaCXVzLWVhc3QtMSJIMEYCIQCUWCZPvlGr%2FjvUR8IEUo%2Fl8ykLIITi6OUGMkfkeDKonwIhAMx3yiBAETClYb0K%2BhwjIPs4mnwcKES%2BE%2BdMUv%2FaYcyaKrsFCKn%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEQABoMNjA0NzU4MTAyNjY1IgxukhgUmxQYXRfyIx4qjwV2GxiB0tny59w2lxrBQjfqxa350l1dJKmH%2Ft6WRzE2ivOL1jNyqjKxRQPChKz5eFGZCDc4twqTbEpJDEhn8Cig3F2rSKh%2B8HNxiJv5QPiKqryJwqyOSjFBvJOJGu%2FT7BpFqvEHZ9ip1uKcoLQKkiBJRhk98uzP9MOetEdQP5GnMYOH8ylQkaza0NrUgILJtjjJmxyxbjqfmmgCRxDID1980Cs%2BhVG4oHwp4o1T%2FJuXVMJ%2BK7zsuH3jhZ2moIU4GdyXrH8%2Bd7SpL1tlQYGLFCiAzr4YOfIK5djbDGpwXxSFDIy81rdzs6AOFSIUmEwg%2FOlM1PEWf57GhXm4HZSDnXfVkF3WKSooxf6y%2Bk%2FA2%2Bo3N6v%2BiRKNWuuk0uquFEXDPkDzeSUdzCUvx6o47vlGoZKHXV8o3RKoWyroIX9jJqHGTFyPxzuqoyORcxv8iD3SymTbLU%2FE0ngJVAot3aexftV1Re904dCyZ4DGBvQKD35mxPhPPRlwqGFGU1%2FWq2oE1AxM8fMt079yz7H%2BLbITs1BCvWjjzbIkjekSQODhdO1SI8W052Q1Z3Oxr%2F6z4dJO3kUr4SIoTmq%2FuTdtoI3mZyth1HAG3JUA7mAINsWeXmW5vqpTiz%2B59TPE4bpv36JG287we8LHLnW2CRePVeTY95t7zFjMnRSUDVdNmtg0lg2HbYTgX%2BMv42UEMS3%2FmxZS087FgIBU%2Fuij949ouKLBsx60bhgJQJzrNfv%2BL8kAC0v5ZL0TidEXqC1hF6TCW2%2BcgYXEnzvHzowTLCLpZKNyOQw%2F1nXISleZPlU553VkACehDdJ35%2Fi6u9Lk%2Bj023vWHGomv25rYAxXMCl7IMFK5kFfyXYibhQNDZFma29kJ7aqdMMLLx6sGOrAB9%2FG4LzvyZCID%2B0Ocy3UvYWQAENptKzz8yzGQ3zN9FWh6vyySanoCBmP8Qa2B795ODvVmLyodxnp0Y7MZSqCoRRzOMVj1ELW0Y0BrdtdMzW6DQDggUv34EiNMhwudxuPd3QQ4gl250ti1YJ2luEqw3%2FdgOpigsN82LNiSU058ZXkC%2BDpgsh7DEJ7aHe%2FVFTNvPEJKHIyJVSgQpPv5dfR1TpJE3bmUi38MThXMxOOpf5A%3D&X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Date=20231207T170453Z&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Expires=300&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAYZTTEKKEZEO5LJMS%2F20231207%2Fus-east-1%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Signature=29c28819e42c946d2dfd6c362ecf5821ef02fb425428f29daf5896c38fd0b6cf
https://fdotwww.blob.core.windows.net/sitefinity/docs/default-source/emergingtechnologies/evprogram/2023_florida's-evidp_update_092923.pdf?sfvrsn=1e4aee0_1
https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/regional/florida/florida-build-electric-vehicle-chargers/67-e9512c1b-f70b-4b12-9ea3-3db2cd89839e
https://www.dot.ga.gov/systems/ProjectDocuments/GANEVI/NEVI Fact Sheet.pdf
https://nevi-gdot.hub.arcgis.com/
https://www.staradvertiser.com/2023/07/27/breaking-news/first-2-nevi-chargers-planned-for-aloha-tower-kahului/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/hi_nevi_plan.pdf
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Description Stakeholder
Charger 

type
Number of 
DCFC ports

Number of 
Level 2 ports Cost

Remaining 
funds Source

Idaho NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 8 $3.0M $34.4M 1

Illinois NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 230 $39.7M $146.1M 1

Indiana NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 176 $66.0M $58.5M 1

Iowa NEVI (update NEVI DCFC 64 $16.0M $48.2M 1

Kansas NEVI RFPs NEVI DCFC 24 $17.5M 1, 2

Kansas NEVI NEVI DCFC 40 $15.0M $16.9M 1

Kentucky NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 148 $44.4M $42.5M 1, 2

Louisiana NEVI NEVI DCFC 300 $87.6M 1

Maine NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 68 $17.5M $6.7M 1, 2

Maryland NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 160 $36.1M $39.5M 1

Massachusetts NEVI NEVI DCFC 92 $71.3M 1

Michigan NEVI NEVI DCFC 127 $45.0M $92.6M 1

Minnesota NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 72 $16.2M $69.0M 1

Missouri NEVI NEVI DCFC 48 $10.5M $108.3M 1

Mississippi NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 104 $39.0M $24.2M 1

Montana NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 164 $36.1M $17.5M 1

Nebraska NEVI NEVI DCFC 28 $7.0M $30.8M 1

Nevada NEVI NEVI Mixed 24 4 $5.4M $42.0M 1

New Hampshire NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 51 $17.2M $4.4M 1

New Jersey NEVI DCFC 72 $27.0M $103.5M 1, 2

New Mexico NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 172 $43.0M $5.0M 1

New York NEVI NEVI DCFC 92 $34.5M $184.8M 1

North Carolina NEVI NEVI DCFC 132 $39.6M $96.7M 1

North Dakota NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 72 $16.2M $16.2M 1

Ohio NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 238 $54.0M $121.1M 1

Oklahoma NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 112 $28.0M $54.9M 1

Oregon NEVI NEVI DCFC 260 $52.0M $13.3M 1

Pennsylvania NEVI Round 1 NEVI DCFC 224 $43.5M 1, 2

Pennsylvania NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 72 $28.0M $142.9M 1

Rhode Island NEVI Phase 1 NEVI DCFC 4 $4.8M 1, 2

Rhode Island NEVI NEVI DCFC 8 $23.8M 1

South Carolina NEVI NEVI DCFC 64 $16.0M $54.0M 1

South Dakota NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 52 $15.6M $21.2M 1, 2

Tennessee NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 128 $60.8M $49.6M 1

Texas NEVI (update) NEVI Mixed 2596 25150 $484.7M $25.0M 1

Utah NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 60 $27.0M $18.4M 1

Vermont NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 96 $26.5M 1

Virginia NEVI NEVI DCFC 106 $40.5M $92.5M 1

Washington NEVI DCFC 1

West Virginia NEVI (update) NEVI Mixed 476 332 $46.9M $10.2M 1

Wisconsin NEVI (update) NEVI DCFC 256 $96.0M $2.3M 1

Wyoming NEVI NEVI DCFC $33.5M 1, 2

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/646663757d1a463dc663547d/t/65270d5cf0812c09b98e59d4/1697058145903/IdahoNEVI-FY2024_Plan_Update_9-26-23_FINAL+REVISED.pdf
https://idot.illinois.gov/content/dam/soi/en/web/idot/documents/transportation-system/planning/drive-electric/Illinois 2023 NEVI Update_Submitted.pdf
https://www.in.gov/indot/files/CLEAN_INDOT-EV-Deployment-Plan_2023-10-04_Revised.pdf
https://iowadot.gov/iowaevplan/docs/IowaNEVDI_Final.pdf
https://ike.ksdot.gov/charge-up-kansas
https://ikewebstorage.blob.core.windows.net/files/NEVI-RFPs/NEVI_RFP_Emporia_Released_20230816.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/ks_nevi_plan.pdf
https://kyevcharging.com/application/files/4916/9660/7455/2023KY_EV_StatewideNEVIPlan.pdf
https://www.kentucky.gov/Pages/Activity-stream.aspx?n=GovernorBeshear&prId=1971
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/la_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/docs/2023-MAINE-NEVI-PLAN.pdf
https://www.efficiencymaine.com/recharge-maine-announces-planned-awards-of-more-than-6-million/#:~:text=Together%2C we%27re creating a,Americans in their own backyards.
https://evplan.mdot.maryland.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/MD_Zero_Emission_Vehicle_Plan_2022_7-18-2022.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/ma_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/mi_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.dot.state.mn.us/nevi/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/mo_nevi_plan.pdf
https://mdot.ms.gov/documents/Planning/Plan/EV/MS EV Infrastructure Deployment Plan.pdf
https://www.mdt.mt.gov/publications/plans/ev/docs/2023-MT-NEVI-Plan.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/ne_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/bipartisan-infrastructure-law/evs_5year_nevi_funding_by_state.cfm
https://www.dot.nh.gov/sites/g/files/ehbemt811/files/inline-documents/updated-nevi-plan-8-1-2023.pdf
https://www.njdotnevi.com/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/nj_nevi_plan.pdf
https://api.realfile.rtsclients.com/PublicFiles/f260a66b364d453e91ff9b3fedd494dc/ce532b3b-3924-4856-b533-15f065f22984/NEW MEXICO 2023 ELECTRIC VEHICLE INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENT PLAN UPDATE 08-01-23.pdf
https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/-/media/Project/Nyserda/Files/Programs/ChargeNY/National-Electric-Vehicle-Infrastructure-Formula-Program-Deployment-Plan.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/nc_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.dot.nd.gov/projects/docs/North-Dakota-EV-Plan.pdf
https://drive.ohio.gov/wps/wcm/connect/gov/36995384-a904-49a9-a8bc-66dab2e0b7f7/DriveOhio_NEVI_Plan_2023-07_28_Round7_removed.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CONVERT_TO=url&CACHEID=ROOTWORKSPACE.Z18_K9I401S01H7F40QBNJU3SO1F56-36995384-a904-49a9-a8bc-66dab2e0b7f7-oIAQPvc
https://oklahoma.gov/content/dam/ok/en/evok/documents/2023 Oklahoma_NEVI_Plan_06192023_v3_clean.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/or_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.penndot.pa.gov/ProjectAndPrograms/Planning/EVs/Pages/NEVI.aspx
https://www.penndot.pa.gov/ProjectAndPrograms/Planning/EVs/Documents/NEVI Round 1 Conditional Awards_Updated List 9.23.pdf
https://www.penndot.pa.gov/ProjectAndPrograms/Planning/EVs/Documents/PA NEVI 2023 State Plan Update FINAL update92523changes_CLEAN.pdf
https://governor.ri.gov/press-releases/mckee-administration-announces-rfp-phase-1-national-electric-vehicle-infrastructure
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/ri_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/ri_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/sc_nevi_plan.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/sd_nevi_plan.pdf
https://dot.sd.gov/media/documents/SD DOT EV Implementation Plan 2023 clean 8 1 2023_508 Review.pdf
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tdot/long-range-planning/air-quality/tevi/Approved_TEVI_Plan_Update_2023.pdf
https://ftp.txdot.gov/pub/txdot/get-involved/statewide/EV Charging Plan/TexasElectricVehicleChargingPlan.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wooPjEBqLma8hXYF9U-nVZF31qzZri_7/view
https://vtrans.vermont.gov/sites/aot/files/planning/documents/planning/Vermont FFY2024 NEVI State Plan_FINAL.pdf
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/va_nevi_plan.pdf?v=2
https://wsdot.wa.gov/sites/default/files/2023-09/WSDOT-NEVI-Plan-Update.pdf
https://transportation.wv.gov/highways/programplanning/NEVI/Documents/WV NEVI PLAN_7-31 Final.pdf
https://wisconsindot.gov/Documents/projects/multimodal/2023weviplanupdatefinal.pdf
https://cowboystatedaily.com/2023/05/31/wyoming-puts-brakes-on-ev-charging-station-buildout-plan/
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/nevi/ev_deployment_plans/wy_nevi_plan.pdf?v=2
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